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Chapter 511 You are still in the course of Internship, but you dare to control me? 

 

The manager took a look at Nikita and made sure that the little girl brought by Sheehan was the same 

person as before. 

 

A very beautiful little girl. 

 

He just met her once, but he was very impressed and remembered her. 

 

The manager was so surprised because he was so impressed. 

 

After all, he has never seen Sheehan treat any woman so carefully and attentively. 

 

No, to be precise, he has never seen him go closer to any opposite sex, let alone the tone of his voice to 

the little girl just now, which is still so gentle and spoiled… 

 

This thing is more frightening than letting him see the sun rising in the west. 

 

The manager looked at the very beautiful little girl with white skin jumping out of the car. She raised her 

head and stared at Mr. Lambert. She said in a very arrogant tone: “What’s wrong with wearing a dress? 

Can’t I jump?” 

 

“That’s not what I meant. I’m afraid you’ll fall.” Mr. Lambert tone was doting. 

 

“Leave me alone.” The little girl’s tone is very arrogant. “When you are still in internship, you dare to ask 

me?” 

 

The manager thought Mr. Lambert would be angry. 

 



Who dares to talk to Mr. Lambert like this? 

 

Does she want to die? 

 

Even if the little girl was really beautiful, Mr. Lambert had seen so many kinds of beautiful women. 

 

Countless beautiful women want to climb into his bed. 

 

She lost her temper to Mr. Lambert because she was beautiful? Does she want to die? 

 

But the next second. 

 

The manager heard the man’s tone soften again. He coaxed her: “OK, I ask you to do anything. You can 

do whatever you like.” 

 

The manager was stunned again. 

 

He couldn’t help but look at the little girl again, thinking in his heart whether this little girl will become 

the future Mrs. Lambert. 

 

Recently, an old friend who worked in the Lambert Mansion told him something. 

 

It is said that Old Mr. Lambert’s illness was cured by a little girl. Now not only he was awake, but also he 

could eat, sleep well and get out of bed and walk. 

 

The little girl is only a teenager, but she is a very skillful doctor. 

 

Because she cured Old Mr. Lambert’s illness and was born beautiful and clever, she won the favor of Old 

Mr. Lambert. 

 



Old Mr. Lambert wanted the little girl to be his grandson’s wife. 

 

Moreover, even Mr. Lambert took a fancy on her. 

 

There is a rumor in the Lambert family that the little girl is going to marry Mr. Lambert. 

 

Perhaps… 

 

The little girl who cured Old Mr. Lambert in the rumor and would marry Mr. Lambert in the rumor is the 

one in front of him? 

 

“Mr. Lambert.” Seeing Sheehan coming here, the manager quickly stopped his random thoughts and 

greeted him respectfully. 

 

Then he looked at the girl came with Sheehan, hesitating: “This young lady…” 

 

“Miss Swift.” Sheehan introduced. 

 

The manager immediately greeted her respectfully: “Miss Swift.” 

 

His respect for Nikita is almost the same as that for Sheehan. 

 

Just as the people in the Lambert Mansion, he regarded Nikita as the future Mrs. Lambert.  

 

“Tell the others that if they see Miss Swift in the future, they must be welcome whenever she comes.” 

Sheehan thought that he would go abroad on business in the future, and Nikita liked to eat the food 

here. 

 

He gave a special order. 

 



The manager pondered these words, and looked at Nikita again, and believed in the rumors in the 

Lambert Mansion. 

 

It seems that this Miss Swift is really the future Mrs. Lambert. 

Chapter 512 I almost cried! 

 

Sheehan took the packaged dessert and sent Nikita back to school. 

 

“I’ll come and pick you up in the evening.” When they were about to arrive at school, Sheehan pondered 

briefly and said, “I will go back to the Lambert Mansion, will you come with me?” 

 

Before the girl beside him replied, as if he was afraid that she would refuse, he immediately added: “The 

pill Grandpa took is almost gone. Can you help him check his body? Moreover, he’s missing you very 

much. If he sees you, he will be very happy.” 

 

After lunch, Nikita was a little sleepy. Her voice was lazy. “Hmm.” 

 

She agreed. Sheehan suddenly relaxed. He showed a faint smile: “Then I’ll reply my grandpa later. What 

do you want to eat? I’ll ask the chef to cook it for you.” 

 

Nikita held her chin with one hand. With her eyes narrowing, she said carelessly: “Anything is okay.” 

 

“Then I’ll ask them to cook the dishes you like to eat at ordinary time.” Sheehan investigated Nikita and 

knew her basic preferences very well. 

 

Nikita was playing games with the other hand. 

 

She played with one hand, but she can still play very well. 

 

She has slain the opponents so many times. 

 



In the most difficult mode, everyone has good skill, and many of them are professional players, whether 

teammates or opponents. But Nikita played so easily in such a difficult situation. 

 

The hero she played was too awesome. Ten minutes after the beginning, she had already slain the 

opponents more than 20 times. 

 

Even if her opponents chose Aleister and Arum, two very targeting hard–control heroes. 

 

Her hero was so powerful to ignore the existence of the turret, directly slay them in their turret. 

 

“Holy crap! Please play with me!!” 

 

“Holy shit!” 

 

“OMG, the speed must be practiced for 40 years.” 

 

“This is definitely the most awesome and coolest Luna I have met!” 

 

Even her opponents were convinced. 

 

“Awesome! Her skill is so cool. I think Galen is far worse than her.” 

 

Galen is an anchor of Spike Live, with tens of millions of fans. 

 

At the beginning, he was famous for his awesome skills. 

 

“She is too awesome. I am a top player, but I can’t defeat her.” 

 

“Even Aleister and Arum can’t control her. She is not abnormal, but super abnormal.”  



 

“I have played for a long time, but it is the first time I have met such an abnormal player. OMG, I almost 

cried!” 

 

At this time. The people who played Aleister and Arum were doing live broadcasting. 

 

Two people are a famous brother group of Spike Live. With the disgusting group Aleister and Arum, they 

played like a duck to water in various games. When they saw Nikita choose Luna, they laughed. Before 

the game started, they said this player would not want to play the game anymore in the future. 

 

But they didn’t expect… Nikita didn’t quit this game. While they didn’t want to play games anymore 

because they were slain so many times. 

 

Their fans who were watching their live broadcast were laughing and mocking 

Chapter 513 Your dreams are going to be dashed. 

 

“Ha, ha, ha, I’m laughing to death. They said they want the other party to quit playing games. It’s so 

shameful.” 

 

“In fact, the anchor is right. They were defeated like this, and they should not want to play games again 

in the future” 

 

“Hey, they must have a bad experience. I feel that the anchors were so pitiful. They were slain from the 

beginning to the end.” 

 

“In fact, the anchors are not noob, but this Luna is really too strong. To be honest, I have been playing 

this game for several years, and I really saw such an awesome Luna for the first time.” 

 

“I also think that this Luna is a bit abnormal. Her speed is really not like that of normal human beings.” 

 

“Maybe they met an Al player?” 

 



There were many people playing Arena of Valor. 

 

In addition, the brothers are famous anchors. They always abuse others in the game, and it is the first 

time to see them abused so badly by others. 

 

Because there were so many people discussing this game, it became a hot trending. 

 

“Meeting a powerful opponent, these brothers shouted that they almost cried!” 

 

Inside the car. 

 

Nikita didn’t know that this game she played casually became a hot trending again. 

 

Twelve minutes later, the game was over. 

 

She has slain them more than thirty times in the whole process. Finally, she rushed to the opponents‘ 

inhibitor alone. In the absence of lines, she ignored the attack of inhibitor, forced everyone to use their 

ult, and then changed into a resurrection armor very quickly, and then got a penta–kill. 

 

In the game. 

 

“OMG, OMG, OMG!” 

 

“It’s sooooo cool!” 

 

“God–level actions!” 

 

“I think she’s the top one in the world. Do not accept any rebuttal!!” 

 

Her teammates all exclaimed and praised her. 



 

Even her opponents thought she was a respectable opponent. After all them were slain by her, they 

collectively flattered her. 

 

After the game. 

 

Nine players requests to add her friends. 

 

All the people on her team and opponents wanted to be her friends. 

 

Nikita all refused. 

 

Soon, someone repeatedly sent a request to be her friend. 

 

She frowned slightly, clinked on the game settings directly, and ordered to refuse the request to add 

friends. 

 

Then she quit the game. 

 

As soon as she quit her game, someone called her. 

 

Nikita looked at the caller ID. It’s Hugh. 

 

She picked it up. 

 

The man’s magnetic voice came into her ears: “My lady, I told the program group, but they didn’t 

believe it. They said that it is impossible for Aroma to lower herself and serve as a judge of this 

competition.” 

 

“Tell me, what can I do to convince them?” 



 

“Actually, it’s not their fault. If I didn’t know you, I wouldn’t believe it.” Hugh muttered over there, 

“Unexpectedly, you’re Aroma. I still feel like dreaming. It is not like a reality at all. 

 

You know, my biggest dream in my life is becoming Aroma’s disciple. However, you, you are actually 

Aroma.” Hugh’s tone showed that he had not returned to reality, just like talking in sleep. 

 

Nikita narrowed her eyes, turned to look at the man who was concentrating on driving beside her. After 

taking back her eyes, she slightly lowered her voice: “Your dream will be shattered.” 
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“Actually, it’s not their fault. If I didn’t know you, I wouldn’t believe it.” Hugh muttered over there, 

“Unexpectedly, you’re Aroma. I still feel like dreaming. It is not like a reality at all. 

 

You know, my biggest dream in my life is becoming Aroma’s disciple. However, you, you are actually 

Aroma.” Hugh’s tone showed that he had not returned to reality, just like talking in sleep. 

 

Nikita narrowed her eyes, turned to look at the man who was concentrating on driving beside her. After 

taking back her eyes, she slightly lowered her voice: “Your dream will be shattered.” 

 

Nikita showed a charming smile slightly: “I don’t want disciples.” 

 

Her only apprentice was Lemuel. 



 

The old man stalked and beat for a long time, and she was so annoyed that she accepted such an old 

man who was decades older than her as a disciple. 

 

Up to now, she still has some regrets. 

 

She doesn’t want to be an old man’s master. 

 

But she has already accepted him, so it’s too late to regret it. 

 

Fortunately, Lemuel is a good apprentice. He respects her as a master and is quite “filial” to her. In 

particular, he takes the initiative to give her a large amount of teaching fees every year. 

 

This was what made Nikita most satisfied. 

 

But except for Lemuel, she has no plans to accept any disciples. 

 

She likes to be alone and doesn’t want to get involved with others too much. 

 

Over there, Hugh was silent for a long time.. 

 

After a few minutes, Nikita heard his voice: “Then I have no other dreams. If, I mean, if… I can become a 

top star in the world, can you reconsider the matter of accepting me to be your apprentice?” 

 

Nikita lifted her eyebrow on one side: “Let’s talk about it when you succeed.” 

 

The weak voice just now suddenly regained its vitality: “So, when I become an international superstar, I 

will have a chance? Then let’s make an appointment. When I become an international superstar, you 

will accept me as your apprentice.” 

 



The joyful voice paused for a few seconds, and then continued: “You won’t accept apprentices for 

nothing. I will pay tuition. fees.” 

 

“Hmm…” Nikita opened her narrowed eyes. Her eyes were sparkling. She seemed to sway. 

 

She doesn’t like apprentices. 

 

But she likes money. 

 

For the sake of money, some things are not inflexible. 

 

“Let’s talk about it carefully later. Niky, tell me, how can I make those old stubborn people believe that 

you are Aroma? You know, they insisted on saying that I am cheated, saying that Aroma is from Y 

country and has been living in Y country.” 

 

“I feel like they just think I am a fool, but they didn’t say it directly.” 

 

“Evidence?” Nikita said slowly, “I use my Twitter account to blog, does it work?” 

 

“Your Twitter account?” Hugh stunned, “Is the one that can prove your identity?” 

 

“Hmm.” 

 

“It works! Absolutely works!” Hugh said excitedly. “That’s an officially certified account. If you use that 

account 
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This is true. 

 

He wasn’t hallucinating. 



 

Nikita is really Aroma. 

 

Aroma is really Nikita. And he actually has known her since several years ago. 

 

Aroma even wrote him a song. 

 

At this moment, Hugh couldn’t help feeling a little dizzy. And he has lost his sense of direction. 

 

His hand which was holding phone was shaking. 

 

The whole person couldn’t get more excited. 

 

He regards Nikita as his idol. 

 

But who would have thought that Nikita was really his idol. 

 

He has more than one idol. 

 

But Aroma definitely ranks first in his heart, occupying the absolute central position! 

 

“Damn it! Hugh, do you know who is going to be the judge in the program group of the National Youth 

Piano Competition? It’s a super big shot that you can never imagine. This is simply incredible.” 

 

“The organizer of the competition this time is really awesome, since they can invite that kind of big shot 

over.” 

 

Hugh was still immersed in the huge shock. And his agent Allen also came in from outside with a 

shocked look. 

 



While walking, he kept marveling: “They actually invited Aroma! Can you believe that? They invited 

Aroma to be a judge! My God, this is incredible!” 

 

Allen walked into Hugh’s office with a shocked look. 

 

Then he saw Hugh holding a phone with a dull face. And his eyes were fixed straight on the phone. 

 

The whole person looked like a fool. Like an idiot. 

 

Allen was stunned. He walked over. “Hugh, I’m talking to you. Did you hear me? Do you know the 

program group this time…” Hugh’s idol is Aroma. 

 

Allen also knows about this. 

 

Therefore, after seeing someone break the news that Aroma updated her Twitter on Facebook, saying 

that she was going to attend the National Youth Piano Competition this year, he immediately ran to tell 

Hugh about it. 

 

He thought that when Hugh knew about this good news, he would be crazy with joy. 

 

After all, he was obsessed with Aroma. 

 

“I knew it a long time ago.” Hugh slowly raised his head and then slowly removed his eyes from his 

phone. The dull expression on his face finally changed a little. And his eyes gradually returned to normal. 

“Aroma will come to N City and be a judge of this piano competition with me.” 

 

“Is that what you were trying to tell me?” 

 

Allen was stunned. Then he nodded. “Yes, that’s it. Wait, did you just say you already knew about that? 

What do you mean by that?” 

 



This news was just broken out. 

 

Aroma’s Twitter has only been updated for less than ten minutes. 

 

How can he already know that a long time ago? 

 

Hugh sipped his lips and somehow picked up a proud smile, as if he was showing off something.  

 

Then he raised up the corners of his eyes with a smile and looked very proud. “I already knew that 

before Aroma updated 

 

her Twitter. Alas… I should be the first to know. Ha–ha.” 

 

Allen: “…” 

 

“You knew that before Aroma updated her Twitter?” Allen obviously didn’t believe him. “Then where 

did you get the message? This news broke out a few minutes ago. Even the program group was also 

surprised.” 

 

“Ha–ha…” Hugh raised up his delicate chin. His beautiful eyes looked very bright, as if he was showing 

off. “Of course, you don’t know. You guys can never get connections with Aroma like I do.” 

 

Allen: “… You have connections with Aroma? Do you mean you followed her on Twitter as her fan, that 

kind of connection?” 

 

“If so, I have that kind of connection with her, too.” Allen pouted. “I also followed Aroma on Twitter. 

And I am also her fan.” 
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Hugh took a look at him with disdain. He even rolled his eyes at Allen. “I meant connections in real life. I 

actually know her. And she and I are real friends.” 



 

“Do you really know Aroma?” Allen was still quite skeptical. “How come you never told me about it?” 

 

Aroma is the idol of Hugh. 

 

If he really knows her, how can he wait until now to tell him? 

 

According to his character, he has long intended to tell the world and show off with everyone. 

 

He shouldn’t be so low–key.  

 

“Of course it’s true.” 

 

“When did it happen?” 

 

“Well…” 

 

Hugh kept Allen guessing for a while. When Allen lost his patience and became anxious, he finally 

reached out to rub his chin and slowly said: “Do you know my big boss? Aroma is my big boss!” 

 

Allen was stunned. “What did you just say?” 

 

Hugh was quite patient because he was in a good mood. So he repeated his words to him: “I said, Aroma 

is my big boss, which is Nikita!” 

 

“Nikita… is Aroma? Is that the little girl who wrote a song for you?” 

 

Hugh nodded. 

 



Allen was shocked. 

 

After a long time, he found his voice and said in disbelief, “How is it possible? Nikita is Aroma? But, she 

is still a high school student. She is only eighteen years old. How can she be Aroma?” 

 

Aroma has been an honorary professor at St. John’s College of Music since several years ago. 

 

Which is the highest–ranking one among all professors. 

 

Those who can get the Lifetime Honor Award of St. John’s College of Music are usually at an old age. 

 

The youngest winner in the history of St. John’s College of Music which is known to the outside world is 

also in his fifties. 

 

Nikita is only eighteen years old now. 

 

A few years ago, she was… thirteen, fourteen, fifteen?! 

 

Can she be really a professor at St. John’s College of Music and the founder of F Band? And can she 

really be awarded as the first female knighthood in the history of Y country by the royal family of Y 

country? 

 

How is this possible? 

 

It’s simply outrageous. 

 

“I thought it was unbelievable at first too. But it was true.” Hugh stopped showing off and said in a very 

serious tone: “Nikita is a genius. Nothing is impossible for genius.” 

 

“They just can do what ordinary people can’t do.” 



 

“Otherwise, they wouldn’t be called a genius,” 

 

There are billions of people in the world. 

 

How many real geniuses are there? 

 

These are all people selected among a hundred million. The life track of such people is beyond the 

imagination of ordinary people. 

 

People like them can no longer be called human beings, but should be called gods. 

 

God naturally is omnipotent. 

 

“I don’t believe it Allen still felt incredible and shook his head. “The real Aroma can’t be a little girl. Even 

if she is a genius, she can’t be so outrageous. If this is the case, she can’t be considered as a normal 

human being.” 

 

“Besides, I have seen some reports and videos about Aroma. I think Aroma should be a middle–aged 

woman in her thirties or forties. In fact, it is quite remarkable to get those honors at this age.” 

 

No one knows how old Aroma actually is. 

 

However, most of the guesses are that she should be around 30 or 40 years old. 

 

Because Aroma always wears a mask when she appears in public view. 

 

People quess that she maybe thirty or forty years old, because judging from her bare skin, she can’t be 

an old lady. 

 



She should be a well–maintained middle–aged woman. 

 

“You do not believe me?” Hugh raised his eyebrows and didn’t explain much. He only said, “Then there 

will be a slap on the face waiting for you. Anyway, believe it or not, Nikita is Aroma.” 
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The cell phone rang. 

 

Hugh lowered his eyes and took a glance. Seeing that it was a call from the program group, Huge picked 

up a smile and leisurely answered the phone.  

 

It seemed that the program group should also know about the tweet updated by Nikita. 

 

Alas… The slap on the face came so soon. 

 

None of that group of people believed him. They all thought he had been cheated. 

 

Some of them even thought he was dreaming. 

 

Now, he only needs to wait to see when Allen gets his slap on the face. 

 

At this moment. 

 

The organizers of the National Youth Piano Competition are also amazed and shocked. 

 

“It’s true. It’s really true! Hugh didn’t lie to us. Aroma is really going to attend our competition!” One of 

the main responsible persons of the competition said excitedly. “I didn’t expect this! I really didn’t 

expect that we could invite such a legendary big shot to show up this competition!” 

 

“I just checked Aroma’s tweet. And I’m sure that tweet she sent is true. It’s not made by Photoshop.” 



 

“Dean, the number of applicants on our official website suddenly soared just now. Because the number 

of visitors is too large, the official website was stuck at the moment. We urgently need technicians to 

maintain the website.” 

 

“Damn! It has been only ten minutes since the news broke out. And the number of applicants has 

doubled. Dean, do you need to set the limit of the number of applicants here? Otherwise, I’m afraid we 

don’t have enough staffs working here if there are too many people signing up for the competition.” 

 

“Let’s fix the website first. The website has been paralyzed.” 

 

“Is Aroma also so popular in our country? Then do we need to spend some money to publicize this news 

on Facebook? In this way, we can attract more attention of the competition.” 

 

This competition is going to be made into several episodes to be broadcast on TV. 

 

That’s why the program group invited Huge, a top star, to attract more attention. 

 

The more attention the competition has caught, the better the ratings will be. And the more advertising 

revenue will naturally be. 

 

“I don’t think it’s necessary now.” A staff member lifted his phone and sighed to others with emotions. 

“Aroma’s tweet has already reached the first trending topic on Facebook. And now the top five trending 

topics are all related to Aroma.” 

 

“She is already very popular. We don’t need to carry out any publicity this time. She has already brought 

our competition to the trending topic.” 

 

There were also several advertisers and investors on site. 

 

Seeing Aroma occupying the top five trending topics on Facebook, everyone was happy. 

 



They were so glad that they even couldn’t stop smiling. 

 

How lucky are they? 

 

With Hugh and Aroma, they don’t need to worry about the ratings at all, do they? 

 

Judged from the attention they caught right now. 

 

The ratings will definitely be very high, which are predictable. 

 

At this time, Facebook is even more lively. 

 

The users of Facebook are mostly young people. And naturally they all know Aroma. 

 

And there are quite a few people who are fans of Aroma. 

 

No one will question Aroma’s skill. 

 

However, no one who has seen the live performance of their orchestra is not conquered by her, 

especially seeing Aroma’s most famous video, in which she played more than ten songs which were very 

difficult and famous all over the world with more than ten different musical instruments in one hour 

alone. 

 

Some people may be able to play different kinds of musical instruments. But they are mainly proficient 

in one kind. 

 

However, Aroma… 

 

People can’t tell which kind of musical instrument she is proficient in. Her levels of each musical 

instruments she presents are all very high. 
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There is nothing she is not proficient in. 

 

She is simply an amazing genius. 

 

Those who have been admitted to St. John’s College of Music and have taken Aroma’s class will all sigh 

with emotions that Aroma is an absolute genius. As long as they took her class once, they would never 

forget it for the rest of their lives. 

 

“Oh my god! Can this be true? She’s my goddess! If Aroma is really going to be the judge, I will definitely 

go to the scene to see her!”  

 

“Aroma has disappeared for such a long time that I even thought that something bad might happen to 

her. And I felt so sad about it for a long time. Woo… She finally updated her Facebook. And she is still 

fine. I am so happy to know!” 

 

“The program group is really awesome since they can even invite a big shot like Aroma to be the judge? 

How much did those investors pay for this?” 

 

“Aroma’s F Band can earn hundreds of millions just for a performance. Moreover, she is also a woman 

knighthood conferred by the Queen of Y Country. This knighthood is not just a title. It comes with a fief 

and huge income. So Aroma is not short of money, and she can’t be invited by money.” 

 

“That means someone in the program group knows her. And she came for the sake of her friends, 

right?” 

 

“I just came back from Twitter. Let me confirm that the reason why Aroma will show up in the 

competition this time is for her friend. And it has nothing to do with money. I saw that Aroma followed 

Hugh’s Twitter account. So I guess Hugh invited her.” 

 

Hugh is the top star in this country. 

 



Topics related to him often reached the top of the searching line. 

 

Besides, the topic is related to Aroma this time. 

 

Soon, the topic of “Hugh and Aroma followed each other on Twitter” were lively discussed on the 

Internet. 

 

Fans of Hugh have always refused to create a topic which binds Hugh with other women. 

 

However, the fans felt proud about Hugh and Aroma reaching the trending topic together. They couldn’t 

stop showing off. 

 

Everyone thinks their idol is so awesome that he actually brings honors to his fans. 

 

“My idol is so cool! He actually knows Aroma.” 

 

“Ah!!! Since our idol knows Aroma, and we are fans of our idol, we can cheekily consider that we also 

know Aroma. Ha–ha!” 

 

“My idol is so excellent than even Aroma is a friend of him.” 

 

“Birds of a feather flock together in groups. Since my idol can make friends with Aroma, it indicates that 

my idol himself is super excellent!” 

 

“If we are praising people here, we’d better mention both of them. Our idol is awesome. Aroma is 

awesome. They are both very awesome!” 

 

This is the first time that after Hugh went on a trending topic with the opposite sex, his fans boasted the 

other party instead of besieging her. 

 

And they all hope that Hugh and Aroma can reach trending topics for several more times. 



 

A few minutes after the trending topic broke out, which was about Hugh and Aroma following each 

other on Twitter, some fans found that Hugh quietly forwarded some related news. 

 

And he also added a sentence: The highest level of idolize is to become friends with his idol. I have 

already achieved my wish. What about you? 

 

The forwarding of Hugh soon set off a wave of hot discussion on the Internet. 

 

With all these trending topics one after another, the discussion on the Internet was extremely lively, 

which directly paralyzed the Facebook system. 

 

On the backstage of Facebook.. 

 

A group of technical worker are repairing Facebook, which has been paralyzed for almost ten minutes. 

 

While rescuing the situation, they were still discussing the trending topic. 

 

“Do any of you want to go to the scene of this piano competition? I want to go.” 

 

“I was not very interested at the beginning. But if Aroma is really going to be the judge, I want to go.” 

 

“I am afraid that it’s impossible to get the tickets on the spot now, judged by this kind of popularity. Our 

backstage system almost collapsed.” 
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They really didn’t expect Aroma to be so popular. 

 

Although Aroma is famous, she is a citizen of the Y Country. 

 



No one expected that Aroma, a citizen of the Y Country, could attract attention no less than the top star 

in this country. 

 

Only a top star like Hugh can cause Facebook paralyzed because there are too many discussions on the 

Internet over him. 

 

Now, there is another Aroma who can cause a sensation like that. 

 

“Oh my god! The judge group of the competition this year is absolutely amazing. The organizers are too 

awesome! Such a judge group is just dreamy!” 

 

“Ah!!! Even I want to sign up for the competition now. It doesn’t matter whether I can win the prize or 

not. The important thing is that you can see Hugh and Aroma on the spot!” 

 

“It’s too late to sign up now. I just saw that because the number of applicants suddenly soared. The 

organizer had already closed the entrance for registration.” 

 

There was an excited discussion around. 

 

Yvonne clenched her phone with her fingers tightly. She fixed her eyes on those trending topics related 

to Aroma for a long time. And her heart beat very fast. 

 

If her goal at first was to become a disciple of Malcolm. 

 

Now, her goal has changed. 

 

She wants to go to St. John’s College of Music. 

 

She wants Aroma to be her mentor. 

 

Although if she can become a disciple of Malcolm, she will also have a very bright future.  



 

If she can learn piano from Aroma, accept Aroma’s personal tutoring and be lucky enough to join her 

orchestra, her future career will be a few stairs up. 

 

Malcolm is the most famous music master in this country and has a certain fame in the world. 

 

But Aroma has a leading status in the music industry with high popularity at home and abroad. 

 

In terms of the status in the world. 

 

Aroma is a few grades higher than Malcolm. 

 

If she becomes a disciple of Malcolm, she will be famous in this country. 

 

But if she can be chosen by Aroma, she can become famous all over the world. 

 

Without Aroma, Malcolm is the best choice. 

 

With Aroma, Malcolm become the alternative choice. 

 

“It’s really super lucky to be able to participate in the competition this time, especially for those who can 

go to the scene. Ah!!! I envy them.” 

 

“I heard that the members of the orchestra founded by Aroma were all chosen by herself. Moreover, 

since a member of her orchestra died in a car accident, the F Band has been missing one person. Do you 

think Aroma wants to pick out a spare member from the contestants to train when she came to be a 

judge this time?” 

 

“Oh my god! What you said actually makes sense!” 

 



“Damn! Now, I envy those who can participate in the competition even more. I hate myself for failing to 

live up to expectations. When I was a child, my mother asked me to practice the piano. Why didn’t I 

listen to her and practice hard? Otherwise, I can have a chance to join the F Band now.” 

 

“Well… If Aroma really wants to pick someone to join her orchestra, does Yvonne in our class have the 

best chance? After all, she was the champion of the last competition.” 

 

A group of people couldn’t help discussing. And their topic changed to Yvonne. 

 

Before, they were still laughing at Yvonne for the fact that she fell behind Nikita by thousands of votes in 

the selection of the campus belle. 

 

But now… Thinking of the fact that she might have a chance to join Aroma’s F band, no one laughed at 

her anymore. The way they looked at her all became envious. 

 

As long as she can join the F band, who cares if she can be chosen as the campus belle? 

 

Even ten or one hundred titles of campus belle can’t be compared with F Band. 

 

One is just a title. While the other one is a real gain of both fame and fortune. 

Chapter 520 She wants to fight for it anyway. 

 

The difference here is the same as the difference between making her the first beauty in the country 

and making her the president of the country. 

 

As long as she’s not a fool. 

 

Anyone knows which choice is better. 

 

For a time. The eyes that fell on Yvonne all looked envious. 

 



No one will laugh at her for losing the selection of the campus belle again. 

 

The place in F Band is really attractive. 

 

It is even more attractive than being admitted to Peking University. 

 

Everyone knows that at the beginning, even Rosa, the princess of the Garrett family, used to fight for 

this quota and wanted to join F Band 

 

Rosa was born in a prominent family. And she is a famous pianist. 

 

But she was still rejected by F band. 

 

The orchestra that even Rosa wanted to join in must be the top orchestra. And others naturally want to 

get in too 

 

Before, Yvonne never dreamed of joining F Band. 

 

But now, there is a ready–made opportunity in front of her. So she will fight for it anyway. 

 

Sensing that the surrounding people have been looking at her in a different way, Yvonne raised her chin 

and became more firm of a certain idea in her heart. 

 

As long as she can join the F band. 

 

All those who have ridiculed her will be severely smacked in their faces. 

 

On that day, she will become a winner in life in everyone’s eyes. 

 



Even people from the Swift family who regret not treating Nikita well now will be smacked in the face 

and become clear about whom they should choose. 

 

At this moment, there was a raging ambition showing in Yvonne’s eyes. She clenched her fists, bit her 

lips and looked at a certain direction firmly. 

 

All the thunder that was stolen by Nikita, she will get it back! 

 

Malcolm also got the news. 

 

The old man is so proud and picky that few people can impress him and have the talents to be 

appreciated by them. 

 

Not to mention, those who can make him respect with sincerity. 

 

But Aroma is the only one who is appreciated and admired by Malcolm. 

 

The reason why he insisted on considering Nikita as his disciple is that he saw a lot of qualities on Nikita 

which were  

 

similar to Aroma 

 

Since she is such a good promising student, he wants to pass on his skill to her as soon as possible. And 

he doesn’t want others to be a step ahead of him. 

 

Malcolm has been to Y country and also used to have dinner with people from F Band at the same table. 

 

But he just didn’t get a chance to see Aroma 

 

When he had dinner with the F band, Aroma wasn’t at presence. 



 

He heard from the member of the band that Aroma never participated in any dinner parties. 

 

Malcolm also handed over his business card and wanted to meet Aroma. But he was rejected. 

 

Normally, he is the one who refuses other people’s invitation. At that time when he was rejected by 

Aroma, he was in a bad mood for a whole month 

 

“Has this matter been settled?” Malcolm is a little excited. He has been looking forward to meeting her 

for a long time. And finally, it’s going to happen. 

 

“Yes.” The assistant beside him respectfully said. “It has been confirmed. The program group has sent 

out the list of judges on Facebook. And Aroma is on the list.” 

 

Malcolm grasped the armrest of the sofa tightly and took a deep breath to restrain his inner excitement. 

He didn’t want to lose his cool in front of his assistant. 

 

Although there was already a turbulent wave setting off in his heart. 

 

“Bring me the yellow book on the edge of the bookcase by the window in the study. Get it right away.” 

Malcolm stood up from the sofa and ordered his assistant. 

 

“Take it to my piano room.” 

 

His assistant was stunned. “Malcolm, do you want to practice piano now? But you have already 

practiced it in the morning.” Malcolm spends two hours practicing piano every day. 

 

“It’s none of your business. Just do what I said. Hurry up, and bring it to me!” Malcolm stared at his 

assistant, turned around and walked towards the piano room. 

 


